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Abstract
The current chat dialogue systems implicitly
consider the topic given the context, but not
explicitly. As a result, these systems often gen-
erate inconsistent responses with the topic of
the moment. In this study, we propose a dia-
logue system that responds appropriately fol-
lowing the topic by selecting the entity with the
highest “topicality.” In topicality estimation,
the model is trained through self-supervised
learning that regards entities appearing in both
context and response as the topic entities. In
response generation, the model is trained to
generate topic-relevant responses based on the
estimated topicality. Experimental results show
that our proposed system can follow the topic
more than the existing dialogue system that
considers only the context.

1 Introduction

In recent years, end-to-end chat dialogue systems
have been developed remarkably, making it possi-
ble to generate rich and flexible responses. How-
ever, such current chat dialogue systems only im-
plicitly consider the topic given the context as it
is, but do not explicitly consider it (Adiwardana
et al., 2020; Roller et al., 2021). As a result, these
systems often generate inconsistent responses with
the topic (Sugiyama et al., 2021).

In this study, we propose a dialogue system that
selects the next dialogue topic and responds using
the selected topic explicitly. Our system selects
the next topic entity based on topicality (Givón,
1983). Here, we define the entity as a noun or
compound nouns, and topicality as the degree of
speaker awareness directed toward each entity in
the dialogue context. In addition, we call the en-
tity with the highest topicality in the context topic
entity. In the response generation part, our system
generates responses based on the estimated topic
entity as well as the context.

We propose the Two-Stage model, which learns
topicality estimation and response generation in

two stages, and the End-to-End model, which
learns in the end-to-end method.

Due to the lack of dialogue corpus with the
topic annotated, we use a self-supervised learning
method to train our proposed models. Specifically,
we extract triples of <context, response, labeled
topic entity candidates> from the unannotated dia-
logue corpus.

For labeling, we regard topic entity candidates
(= entities in the context) in the response as topic
entities and assign labels to them. This proce-
dure assumes that the entity in the response can
be considered the topic entity. Furthermore, zero
anaphora resolution is applied to restore those omit-
ted words when assigning labels because word
omission is pervasive in actual dialogue (especially
in Japanese).

The automatic and human evaluation results
show that our proposed system can follow the topic
more than the existing dialogue system that consid-
ers only the context.

2 Related Work

2.1 Dialogue Systems that Consider only
Context

Existing dialogue systems that consider only the di-
alogue context sometimes generate dull responses
for elevating a naturalness of response (Vinyals
and Le, 2015; Shang et al., 2015). To solve
this issue, dialogue systems based on the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), such as Meena (Adi-
wardana et al., 2020) and BlenderBot (Roller et al.,
2021), have been proposed. These dialogue sys-
tems generate diverse and engaging responses with
large dialogue data and model parameters.

However, the above dialogue systems, which
only consider the context, do not consider the topic
explicitly and may generate inconsistent responses
with the topic (Sugiyama et al., 2021). In this study,
we construct dialogue systems that explicitly con-
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# of dialogues # of utterances # of triples w/o ZAR # of triples w/ ZAR
Twitter corpus 250M 670M - -
JPersonaChat 5,000 61,794 23,217 / 147,166 27,809 / 176,122
JEmpatheticDialogues 20,000 80,000 16,269 / 64,999 31,466 / 114,888
KUHCC 5,114 86,192 21,503 / 120,770 35,467 / 199,094

Table 1: Statistics for each dialogue corpus. ZAR stands for Zero Anaphora Resolution. The left sides of columns
“w/o ZAR” and “w/o ZAR” show the number of triples with the positive label, and the right side shows the number
of triples with the negative label.

sider topicality to generate responses following the
topic.

2.2 Dialogue Systems that Explicitly Consider
the Topic

There are two purposes for explicitly considering
the topic: generating informative responses and
generating responses following the topic.

To generate informative responses, Xing et al.
(2017) proposed a dialogue system considering the
topic explicitly. This system predicts topic words
that are highly relevant to words in the context by
a pretrained Twitter LDA model (Zhao et al., 2011)
and generates responses based on the predicted
topic words. Mou et al. (2016) proposed a system
that selects the noun with the highest PMI (Church
and Hanks, 1990) against words in the context and
generates responses that contains the noun.

To generate responses following the topic, Zhang
et al. (2020) attempts to generate topic-relevant re-
sponses by learning examples in which entities in
the dialogue context continue to appear in the re-
sponse as the topic. However, in actual dialogues,
the topic entity is omitted more frequently than
other words (Givón, 1983). The method of Zhang
et al. (2020) does not consider this omission prob-
lem, but we consider it by restoring the omitted
entities.

3 Dataset Construction

We construct the dataset for self-supervised train-
ing of the proposed model. The dataset is con-
structed based on the assumption that entities that
appear in both context and response are the topic
entities. Considering the pervasiveness of word
omission in actual dialogue, the omitted words are
restored by zero anaphora resolution.

3.1 Dialogue Corpora
All models used in this study are pre-trained by
the Twitter Corpus and then fine-tuned by JPer-
sonaChat (Sugiyama et al., 2021), JEmpatheticDi-

alogues (Sugiyama et al., 2021), and Kyoto Uni-
versity Hobby Chat Corpus (KUHCC). The size of
each corpus is shown in Table 1.

JPersonaChat (Sugiyama et al., 2021) is a dia-
logue corpus between two Japanese speakers with
specific personas based on PesonaChat (Zhang
et al., 2018). JEmpatheticDialogues (Sugiyama
et al., 2021) is a dialogue corpus between two
Japanese speakers talking about an event based
on diverse emotional expressions referring to Em-
patheticDialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019).

In addition to these two existing corpora, we col-
lect a chat dialogue corpus about hobbies, KUHCC,
which is collected by crowdsourcing1. For dia-
logue collection, we use existing dialogue collec-
tion framework 2. In this framework, when workers
access the specified URL for dialogue collection,
pair-matching is performed automatically, and a
chat room is created for the workers to interact in
real-time. It is challenging to get the workers to
chat completely freely, therefore, paired workers
are assigned different roles: one is the speaker, and
the other is the listener. The speaker talks about
their hobbies, and the listener listens while asking
questions about the speaker’s hobbies.

3.2 Method

We extract triples of <context, response, labeled
topic entity candidates> from dialogue corpora by
the self-supervised method.

For each context-response pair, up to 8 recently
used nouns are extracted from the context and used
as topic entity candidates. Personal pronouns and
interrogatives are removed, and consecutive nouns
in the same clause are extracted together as com-
pound nouns. If an entity appears multiple times
in a context, only the last entity is extracted. Ju-
man++ (Tolmachev et al., 2018) and BERTKNP3

1https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/
2https://github.com/ku-nlp/

ChatCollectionFramework
3https://github.com/ku-nlp/bertknp
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were used in this process.
In order to restore the word omissions in the re-

sponse, we applied zero anaphora resolution using
the Cohesion Analysis model (Ueda et al., 2020).
This model was trained with multiple Japanese se-
mantic relation analysis tasks: predicate-argument
structure analysis, bridging anaphora resolution,
and coreference resolution.

The topic entity candidates that appear in the
response, including the restored one, are then as-
signed the “positive” label, which indicates that the
entity is the topic entity. On the contrary, we assign
the “negative” label, which indicates that the entity
is not the topic entity, to the topic entity candidates
that do not appear in the response. If there is more
than one positive label in the context, only the last
entity in the context is assigned the positive label4.

3.3 Statistics

The models do not learn topicality estimation5

in pre-training, hence we only extract context-
response pairs from the Twitter Corpus. For fine-
tuning, we extract triples from each of the three cor-
pora, using the method described in Section 3.2. Ta-
ble 1 shows the statistics of the constructed dataset.
By restoring omitted words, we can obtain 33,548
more triples for JPersonaChat, 65,086 for JEmpa-
theticDialogues, and 92,288 for KUHCC.

4 Model

In this section, we describe the Two-Stage model,
in which topicality estimation and response gener-
ation are learned in two stages (Section 4.1), and
the End-to-End model, in which they are learned
in the end-to-end method (Section 4.2).

4.1 Two-Stage Model

The Two-Stage model generates responses in two
stages: Stage 1 and Stage 2 (Figure 1). In Stage
1 (topicality estimation), the model selects a topic
entity from topic entity candidates based on the
dialogue context. In Stage 2 (response generation),
the model generates the response based on the con-
text and the topic entity selected in Stage 1. Note
that the gold topic entity is used during the training
phase.

4In our preliminary experiments, the method, in which all
topic entity candidates in the response are considered to be
positive, did not get good results.

5The method for learning topicality estimation using Twit-
ter corpus did not yield good results in preliminary experi-
ments.

4.1.1 Model Architecture
We use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the topicality
estimation model in Stage 1. The input to the model
is a topic entity candidate and the utterances in the
context in sequence across [SEP] tokens. All topic
entity candidates are input in the same way, and the
topic entity candidate with the highest output for
each [CLS] token is selected as the topic entity.

We use the encoder-decoder model with BERT
as the encoder and Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) as the decoder in Stage 2. The encoders en-
code the context and the topic entity separately and
then concatenate them. The parameters of these
encoders are shared. In the decoder, we addition-
ally use the rewarding mechanism (Takebayashi
et al., 2018) to increase the generation probability
of topic entities and attempt to generate responses
that reflect topic entities.

4.1.2 Loss Function
In Stage 1, the topicality estimation model is
trained by minimizing the cross-entropy loss be-
tween the probability distribution of the prediction
and the gold label.

In Stage 2, the encoder-decoder model is trained
by minimizing the following loss function Lnll :

Lnll = −
T ′∑

t=1

log p(yt|y<t,x, e), (1)

where T ′ is the length of the target response, y<t

is previously generated sequence, x is the context,
and e is the topic entity.

4.2 End-to-End Model

The End-to-End model learns topicality estimation
and response generation simultaneously (Figure 1).
The topicality is estimated using the hidden states
of topic entity candidates extracted from the en-
coded context. The response is generated based on
the topic vector calculated based on topicality and
the context vector.

4.2.1 Model Architecture
We use BERT as the encoder. The input to the en-
coder is the contexts split by [SEP] token. We ad-
ditionally insert a special token [NO_ENTITY] at
the beginning of the contexts. The encoder outputs
the context vectors: x = [x1, ...,xM ]T ∈ RM×d

(M is the length of the context).
We then obtain the entity vectors: e =

[e1, ..., eN+1]
T ∈ R(N+1)×d (N is the number
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed models. The Two-Stage model is trained in two stages, Stage 1 (topicality
estimation) and Stage 2 (response generation). The End-to-End model learns topicality estimation and response
generation simultaneously.

of topic entity candidates) by extracting and con-
catenating the corresponding vectors of each topic
entity candidate in the the context vectors. In the
case of a multi-token entity, we take the average of
context vectors of the corresponding tokens. Given
e as input, topicality is formulated as follows:

Ptopic(e) = softmax (eWtopic) ∈ R(N+1)×1,
(2)

where Wtopic ∈ Rd×1 is a learnable linear layer.
The topic vector is calculated using dot-product
attention between Ptopic(e) and e.

The input to the decoder is the concatenated vec-
tor of x and vtopic. Similar to the Two-Stage model,
the rewarding mechanism is incorporated in the de-
coder process.

4.2.2 Loss Function
We combine the negative log-likelihood loss for re-
sponse generation Lnll and the cross-entropy loss
for topicality estimation Ltopic modulated by a
weight by α, which is the hyperparameter. The
overall loss function L is:

L = (1− α)Lnll + αLtopic (3)

Note that Lnll is the same as in equation (1), and
in the loss function for the topicality estimation,
the parameters are not updated if the corresponding
label is negative (= the topic entity candidate is not
in the response.)

5 Experiment

5.1 Experimental Settings
We use the Japanese pre-trained BERT Large
model with whole word maskifng6 as the encoder.

6https://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/?ku_
bert_japanese

For the decoder, we use a 12-layer Transfomer de-
coder (Vaswani et al., 2017) in all models.

For the dataset construction method, we compare
the method without zero anaphora resolution (w/o
ZAR) and the one with zero anaphora resolution
(w/ ZAR). For the decoder type, we compare the
standard Transformer decoder and the one with a
rewarding mechanism (+ reward).

For comparison, we use the response generation
model that considers only the context as the Base-
line. The Baseline model selects the topic entity
using a heuristic method that regards the last entity
in the context as the topic entity.

In decoding, we use sample-and-rank decod-
ing (Adiwardana et al., 2020) for all models, includ-
ing the Baseline. Each parameter is set at tempera-
ture T=1.0 and the number of response candidates
N=50. For random sampling, top-k sampling and
top-p sampling are applied, with k=40 and p=0.9.
We also apply the bigram penalty (Paulus et al.,
2018; Klein et al., 2017).

5.2 Evaluation Method

5.2.1 Topicality Estimation

We create the evaluation data for assessing topi-
cality estimation using crowdsourcing.7 First, we
randomly select 57 dialogues from the test data of
KUHCC and then extract 4,702 topic entity can-
didates along with the context using the method
as in Section 3.2. Crowdworkers are shown the
context and the topic entity candidates, and asked
to select appropriate entities as the next topic from
provided topic entity candidates (multiple choice
is allowed).

7https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/
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topicality estimation response generation
P@1 R@1 R@3 PPL BLEU-2/4 Natural Topic

Baseline 0.561 0.440 0.777 24.40 7.14/0.88 2.46 2.52
Two-Stage w/o ZAR 0.625 0.491 0.803 21.73 7.22/1.03 2.33 2.52
Two-Stage w/o ZAR + reward 0.625 0.491 0.803 21.86 7.35/0.94 2.51 2.65
Two-Stage w/ ZAR 0.658 0.523 0.838 23.14 7.29/1.01 2.75 2.79
Two-Stage w/ ZAR + reward 0.658 0.523 0.838 23.14 7.44/1.01 2.71 2.82
End-to-End w/o ZAR 0.477 0.363 0.747 21.82 6.84/0.91 2.42 2.40
End-to-End w/o ZAR + reward 0.446 0.310 0.691 21.73 7.08/0.85 2.45 2.56
End-to-End w/ ZAR 0.580 0.449 0.776 21.86 6.87/0.91 2.56 2.59
End-to-End w/ ZAR + reward 0.605 0.479 0.801 21.87 7.11/0.82 2.45 2.63

Table 2: Results of evaluation of topicality estimation and response generation

All the entities selected by five or more workers
are used as positive examples (= topic entities), and
the rest are used as negative ones. Note that we
remove the pairs of the context and the topic entity
candidates for which no positive examples exist
from the evaluation data. As a result, we obtained
741 positive examples and 3,219 negative examples
as evaluation data.

We evaluate the models using the created eval-
uation data. We use P@1 and R@k as evaluation
metrics. P@1 is the top-1 precision, and R@k is
the top-k recall (k=1,3 in this paper).

5.2.2 Response Generation
We evaluate the models using both automatic met-
rics and human evaluations. For automatic metrics,
we calculate perplexity (PPL) and BLEU-2/4 (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) for test data of three corpora
for fine-tuning. Perplexity measures the fluency of
generated responses, and BLEU metrics measure
the accuracy of generated responses in terms of
lexical overlap with references.

In human evaluations, crowdworkers evaluate
responses by their degree of agreement to the fol-
lowing questions referring to the method of Zhang
et al. (2020), on a five-point Likert scale (1: com-
pletely disagree, 5: completely agree).

• Naturalness (Natural): “Do you think the
given response is natural as Japanese?”

• Topic-Following (Topic): “Do you think the
given responses follows the topic in the con-
text?”

The crowdworkers are shown pairs of a context
and a response. The input to the models for gener-
ating responses is 100 contexts randomly extracted
from the test data of KUHCC, Each pair of context
and response is rated by five crowdworkers.

5.3 Results and Analysis

5.3.1 Topicality Estimation
Table 2 shows the evaluation results of the topical-
ity estimation. Two-Stage w/ ZAR achieves the
best scores on both precision and recall.

For the dataset construction method, w/ ZAR is
better than w/o ZAR for both Two-Stage and End-
to-End models. These results suggest that restoring
the word omissions help improve the accuracy of
topicality estimation.

As for the decoder type, the Two-Stage model
outperforms the End-to-End model on the whole.
This may be because the Two-Stage model directly
optimizes the topicality estimation, whereas the
End-to-End model does both the topicality estima-
tion and response generation.

5.3.2 Response Generation
The results of the automatic evaluation for the re-
sponse generation are shown in Table 2. The Two-
Stage and End-to-End models we proposed in this
paper show lower perplexity than the Baseline. For
BLEU metrics, Two-Stage outperforms Baseline
for both BLEU-2/4, although End-to-End shows
no improvement. This result suggests that while
topicality estimation helps improve response gen-
eration, multi-task learning of topicality estimation
and response generation does not improve response
generation.

The results of the human evaluation for the re-
sponse generation are also shown in Table 2. In
terms of restoring omission of words, both Two-
Stage w/ ZAR and End-to-End w/ ZAR achieve
better Topic-Following score compared to the
Baseline. This improvement indicates that restor-
ing the omission of entities helps generate the
topic-following responses. In addition, the Topic-
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Following score further improves by adding a re-
warding mechanism, which is the method to in-
crease the generation probability of the topic entity.

As for the decoder type, the Two-Stage model
is better than the End-to-End model in both Natu-
ralness and Topic-Following. This difference may
be due to the fact that the End-to-End did not learn
well to reflect on the topic entity because only about
50％ of all context-response pairs are labeled with
some topic entities.

6 Conclusion

We proposed dialogue systems that explicitly con-
sider topicality to generate responses following the
topic. Both automatic and human evaluation re-
sults confirmed that the proposed Two-Stage model
could generate more topic-following responses
than the dialogue system that only considers con-
text. In addition, by restoring the word omission in
the response by zero anaphora resolution, topicality
estimation was further improved, and it was also
confirmed that the generated responses can better
capture the topic.

On the other hand, the Naturalness score of the
generated responses tends to be low overall in the
human evaluation, and there is still room for im-
provement. We will work to improve the quality
of the response generation part by using some pre-
training models as future work.
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